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Josephson and spontaneous currents at the interface between two d -wave
superconductors with transport current in the banks
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A stationary Josephson effect in the ballistic contact of twod-wave superconductors with
different orientation of the axes and with transport current in the banks is considered theoretically.
The influence of the transport current on the current–phase relation of the Josephson and
tangential currents at the interface is studied. It is demonstrated that the spontaneous surface
current at the interface depends on the transport current in the banks due to the
interference of the angle-dependent condensate wave functions of the two
superconductors. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1645180#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has been shown that in the ground state of the con
of two d-wave superconductors with different orientation
the axes there is a current tangential to the boundary.1–8 For
the particularly interesting case ofp/4 misorientation the
ground state is twofold degenerate: there are the tange
currents in opposite directions atw56p/2 in the absence o
Josephson current. The probabilities of finding the contac
one of the two states are equal, and the corresponding
gential current is referred to as the spontaneous one. It
been proposed to use such two-state quantum system
quantum computation.9–11 It is of interest to study the poss
bility of controlling this system by the external transport cu
rent, which is the motivation for the present work.

In the above-described problem of the Josephson con
of two d-wave superconductors with transport current in
banks, the resulting tangential current is not a sum of
spontaneous and transport current. In Ref. 12 we studied
simpler case of the contact of twos-wave superconductor
with a transport current flowing in the banks. It was sho
that the presence of magnetic field,13–16 of transport super-
conducting current,12 or of current in the normal layer17,18 in
a mesoscopic Josephson junction can significantly influe
the current–phase characteristics, current distribution, et

In the present problem the Josephson current is de
mined by the interference of the angle-dependent conden
wave functions of the two superconductors. There are
factors of anisotropy which determine the angle depende
of the order parameter: the pairing anisotropy and the tra
port current. Thus it is natural to expect that the result
interference current~which has both normal and tangenti
components! is parametrized by the external phase differen
w and by the value of the transport current~or by the super-
fluid velocity vs). The presence of these two controlling p
rameters can be useful in the applications of Josephson j
tions of high-Tc superconductors.

In Sec. 2 we derive basic equations to describe a balli
planar Josephson junction of two differently orientedd-wave
superconductors with uniform current in the banks. Th
2131063-777X/2004/30(3)/5/$26.00
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equations are solved analytically in Sec. 3. Then in Sec. 4
study the influence of the transport current on the Joseph
current andvice versaat the interface. In the Appendix th
order parameter and the current density in the homogene
situation are considered.

2. MODEL AND BASIC EQUATIONS

We consider a model of the Josephson junction as
ideal plane between two singlet~in particular,d-wave! su-
perconductors with different orientation of the axes~see Fig.
1!. The pair breaking and the scattering at the junction
well as the electron scattering in the bulk of the metals
ignored. We did not take into account the possibility of t
generation of a subdominant order parameter, which res
in decreasing of the current amplitude.7 The c axes of both
superconductors are parallel to the interface. Thec axis di-
rection is chosen as thez axis. Thea andb axes are situated
in thexy plane. In the banks of the contact a uniform curre
flows with a superconducting velocityvs . We consider the
superfluid velocityvs in the left ~L! and right~R! supercon-
ducting half-spaces to be parallel to each othervsLivsR and to

FIG. 1. Geometry of the contact of two superconductors with differ
orientation of the axes and different transport currents~superfluid velocities
vs;L,R) in the banks.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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the boundary; we choose they axis alongvs and thex axis
perpendicular to the boundary;x50 is the boundary plane.

We describe the coherent current state in the super
ducting ballistic structure in the quasiclassical approximat
by the Eilenberger equation19,20

vF

]

]r
Ĝ1@ṽt̂31D̂,Ĝ#50, ~1!

whereṽ5vn1 ipF•vs , vn5pT(2n11) are the Matsubara
frequencies,Ĝ5Ĝv(vF ,r )5( f 1 2g

g f ) is the energy-integrated

Green function, andD̂5(D* 0
0 D). Equation ~1! should be

supplemented by the equation for the order parameter~the
self-consistency equation!:

D~vF ,r !5pN0T(
v

^V~vF ,vF8 ! f ~vF8 ,r !&v
F8
, ~2!

N0 is the density of states at the Fermi level and^...&vF

denotes averaging over directions ofvF ; V(vF ,vF8 ) is a pair-
ing attractive potential. For the bulkd-wave superconducto
it is usually assumed thatD(u)5D0(T,vs)cos 2u and
V(vF ,vF8 )5Vd cos 2u cos 2u8, where the angleu defines a di-
rection of the velocityvF . Solutions of Eqs.~1!, ~2! must
satisfy the conditions for the Green functions and gap fu
tion in the banks far from the interface:

g~7`!5
vL,R

VL,R
, ~3!

f ~7`!5
D~7`!

VL,R
, ~4!

D~7`!5DL,R exp~6 iw/2!. ~5!

Here vL,R5vn1 ipF•vs,L,R , VL,R5AvL,R
2 1DL,R

2 ; w is
the phase difference between the left and right supercond
ors, which parametrizes the Josephson current state.
anglesxL,R define the orientation of the crystal axesa andb
in the left and right half-spaces~see Fig. 1!. The angle be-
tween the axes of the right and left superconductors~the
misorientation angle! is dx5xR2xL .

Provided we know the Green functionĜ, we can calcu-
late the current density:

j ~r !522p ieN0T(
v

^vFg~vF ,r !&vF
. ~6!

For singlet superconductors it is usually assumed
D(2vF)5D(vF), and we therefore have:

f 1~v,2vF!5 f 1~2v,vF!5 f * ~v,vF!, ~7!

g~v,2vF!52g~2v,vF!5g* ~v,vF!. ~8!

Making use of Eq.~8!, we can rewrite Eq.~6! as

j ~r !52 j 0

T

Tc
(
v.0

^v̂F Im g~r !&vF
,

j 054pueuN~0!vFTc . ~9!
n-
n

-
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3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF THE EILENBERGER
EQUATION

In this paper we consider the problem non-se
consistently: we assume the superconducting velocityvs is
uniform and that the order parameterD is constant in the two
half-spaces:

vs~r !5H vs;L , x,0

vs;R , x.0
, D~r !5H DL exp~ iw/2!, x,0

DR exp~2 iw/2!, x.0
.

~10!

As was shown in Refs. 7, the self-consistent consid
ation of a Josephson junction ofd-wave superconductor
does not differ qualitatively from the non-self-consiste
treatment. In Ref. 7 the self-consistent solution is compa
numerically with the non-self-consistent one. The se
consistency of the solution allows one to take into acco
the suppression of the order parameter at the interface;
major effect of this is a reduction in the current.7

Equation~1!, taken together with Eqs.~3!–~5! and~10!,
yields for the left and right superconductors:

gLR~x!5
vL,R

VL,R
1CL,R expS 2

2uxu
uvxu

VL,RD , ~11!

f L,R~x!5
DL,R

VL,R
e2sgn~x!iw/22CL,R

sgn~x!hVL,R1vL,R

DL,R

3expS 2
2uxu
uvxu

VL,RDe2sgn~x!iw/2, ~12!

whereh5sgn(vx). Making use of the continuity condition
we obtain the expression for theg function at the interface:

g~0!5
VLvR1VRvL2 ihDLDR sinw

VLVR1vLvR1DLDR cosw
. ~13!

Equations~9! and~13! allow us to calculate the Joseph
son current j J5 j x(x50) and the tangential currentj y(x
50) at the interface. We emphasize that these equations
valid for describing the current at the interface of two sing
superconductors with different orientation of the axes a
with different transport currents in the banks. The contac
conventional superconductors was considered in Ref. 12,
in the present paper we study the contact ofd-wave super-
conductors, for which the order parameter isDL,Ru
5D0(T,vs;L,R)cos 2(u2xL,R). The treatment presented he
can be also used to consider the contact ofg-wave supercon-
ductors or ans-wave/d-wave contact, etc.

As we restrict ourselves to the non-self-consiste
model, we should calculate the order parameterD0

5D0(T,vs) in the bulk d-wave superconductor. That is th
subject of the Appendix.

In the particular case considered in detail below, we ha
vs;L5vs;R5vs and denote ṽ5vn1 ipF•vs , VL,R

5Aṽ21DL,R
2 ; in this case we obtain

g~0!5
ṽ~VL1VR!2 ihDLDR sinw

VLVR1ṽ21DLDR cosw
. ~14!

In the absence of the transport current (vs50) in this expres-
sion: ṽ5vn ~Ref. 7!.

We should also clarify the sign of the square root
VL,R . To make the solution~11! convergent, we must re
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quire ReVL,R.0, which fixes the sign of the square root
VL,R to be sgn(vpF•vs;L,R ). Moreover, this requirement, a
can be shown, provides a supplementary condition on Rg:
sgn(Reg)5sgn(v).

4. INFLUENCE OF THE TRANSPORT CURRENT ON THE
JOSEPHSON AND SPONTANEOUS CURRENTS AT
THE INTERFACE

Below we study the Josephson contact for the particu
case whenvsL5vsR5vs andxL50 andxR5p/4.

For small values ofvs ~in the approximation linear in
pFvs /Tc) we can state the following approximate relatio
~which are valid for values ofw in the vicinity of 6p/2):

j J~2vs ,w!. j J~vs ,w!,

j y~2vs ,w!.2 j y~vs ,2w!,

and for the differenced j [ j (vs)2 j (vs50):

d j J~2w!.2d j J~w!, d j y~2w!.d j y~w!,

while at vs50

j J~2w!52 j J~w!, j y~2w!52 j y~w!.

In the linear approximation the shift currentd j y is an
even function ofw, in contrast toj y(vs50). For the sponta-
neous current~at w56p/2) the shift currentsd j y are equal:

j y~w56p/2!5 j S1d j y . ~15!

j S~2p/2!52 j S~p/2!, d j y~2p/2!5d j y~p/2!.

In a nonlinear treatment these shift currents are differ
for the two cases and are discussed below.

In Figs. 2 and 3 we plot the normal~Josephson! and
tangential components of the current densities at the plan
the interface as functions of the phase differencew at low
temperature. In the absence of the transport current:~i! j is an
odd function ofw; ~ii ! the normal component of the curre
~Josephson current! is p-periodic; ~iii ! in the equilibrium
state atw56p/2: j J50, j y(6p/2)5 j S57u j Su. This being
the case, the tangential current exists in the absence o
Josephson current; for that reason it is referred to as
spontaneous current. The presence of the transport cu
breaks the symmetry relations~i!–~iii !. There is a nonzero
Josephson current atw50,p. How the transport current in

FIG. 2. Josephson current density through the interfacej J versus phasew
(xL50,xR5p/4,T50.1Tc); D005D0(T50,vs50)52.14Tc .
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fluences the spontaneous current~i.e., the tangential curren
at w5p/2 andw52p/2) is shown in Fig. 4. The shift of the
two values of the current for small values ofvs ~in the ap-
proximation linear inpFvs /Tc) is equal@see Eq.~15!#; how-
ever, at valuesvs;0.2D00/pF the shift current~i.e., the dif-
ference j y(vs)2 j S(vs50)) is of different sign for the two
currents and in the directions opposite toj S .

We also note the following relations forvsÞ0: 1! j J(w
5p)52 j J(w50)Þ0 ~the presence of the transport curre
induces a nonzero Josephson current in the absence o
external phase difference!; 2! j J(w56p/2)50, d jJ /dw
3(w56p/2).0 ~the transport current does not change t
values of the equilibrium phase difference, atw6p/2); 3!
j y(w5p)5 j y(w50)Þ0. This last relation concerns the in
teresting phenomena studied in Ref. 12: for some value
the phase difference~here in the vicinity ofw50,p) the
interference of the angle-dependent condensate wave f
tions results in the appearance of an additional tangen
current with the direction opposite to the transport curren
the banks. We emphasize that the resulting tangential cur
is not the sum of the spontaneous current and the trans
current.12 Thus, the transport current drastically influenc
both the tangential~spontaneous! and Josephson currents.

We can write down explicitly an expression for the cu

FIG. 3. Fig. 3. Tangential current density at the interfacej y versus phasew
(xL50,xR5p/4,T50.1Tc).

FIG. 4. Tangential current density at the interfacej y for two values of the
phase difference~spontaneous current! versus superfluid velocityvs (xL

50,xR5p/4,T50.1Tc).
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rent for temperatures close to the critical~so close that
D0 ,pFvs!Tc). From Eq.~14! we have:

Im g~0!.DLDRF2h
1

2vn
2 sinw1

pFvs

vn
3 cosw

1h
3

2

~pFvs!
2

vn
4 sinw1h

DLDR

8vn
4 sin 2wG . ~16!

At xL50 andxR5p/4 this results in the following:

j5 j J1 jS1 j̃ , ~17!

j J52
1

3024p
j 0

D0
4

Tc
4 sin 2w•ex , ~18!

jS52
1

60p
j 0

D0
2

Tc
2 sinw•ey , ~19!

j̃ 5
3

560p
j 0

D0
2

Tc
2

~pFvs!
2

Tc
2 sinw•ey . ~20!

HereD05D0(T,vs) and is defined by Eq.~25!. In particular,
at vs50 this gives:

j J521.731022 j 0S 12
T

Tc
D 2

sin 2w, ~21!

j S526.631022 j 0S 12
T

Tc
D sinw. ~22!

We note thatj̃ 52 9
28@(pFvs)

2/Tc
2 # jS . It follows that the ef-

fect of transport current on the spontaneous tangential
rent at T;Tc is to reduce its value by a small shift. It i
remarkable that the current tangential to the boundary c
tains only corrections of the second order in the param
pFvs /Tc .1! If xL50 andxR5dxÞp/4, the integration of
the second term in Eq.~16! would give us the factor
p cos2 dx2p/2, which is zero fordx5p/4; this term at
dx50 and w50 gives the uniform current density~Eq.
~26!!.

The integration of the first term in Eq.~16! gives us the
factor cos 2dx for thex component of the current and sin 2dx
for the y component. In the casedx5p/4 this term gives
only the tangential component. As a consequencej S@ j J @see
Eqs.~21!, ~22!#.

It was discussed above that the terms linear inpFvs /Tc

result in a uniform shift ofj S . We can see that nonlinea
terms result in a shift of different sign, and in both cases
the direction opposite toj S @see Eq.~20!#. This in part ex-
plains the nonmonotonic behavior ofj y ~see Fig. 4!. The fact
that the presence of the transport current significan
changes the tangential~spontaneous! currents might be used
for its control, which is important in view of their possibl
application for quantum computation.9–11

5. CONCLUSION

We have studied influence of the transport current, wh
flows in the banks, on the stationary Josephson effect in
contact of twod-wave superconductors. We have deriv
equations which allow general consideration of the con
of two singlet superconductors with different orientation
the axes and with different transport currents in the banks
r-
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particular, we have studied the planar contact of twod-wave
superconductors in the case ofp/4 misorientation with equa
transport currents in the banks. It was demonstrated that
current–phase relation depends drastically on the value
the transport current. The ground state degeneracy in
absence of transport current~at w56p/2) is lifted at vs

Þ0. The dependence of the shift current~which is the differ-
ence of the tangential current and the spontaneous one! on vs

is shown to be nonlinear. It is proposed to use the trans
current for the control of qubits based on the contact of t
d-wave superconductors.

We acknowledge support from D-Wave Systems, I
~Vancouver!.

Results of the present study were reported at the In
national Conferences: ‘‘Applied Electrodynamics of High-Tc

Superconductors,’’ IRE, Kharkov, Ukraine~May 2003! and
‘‘Basic Studies and Novel Applications,’’ Jena, Germa
~June 2003!.

6. APPENDIX. ORDER PARAMETER IN THE HOMOGENEOUS
CURRENT STATE

In this Section we study the homogeneous current s
in the bulk d-wave superconductor~see also Ref. 21!. We
note that the order parameterD0 is a function of temperature
T, superfluid velocityvs , and the anglex between the crys-

FIG. 5. Order parameterD0(T,vs) ~a! and current density~b! in a bulk
d-wave superconductor versus superfluid velocityvs for different anglesx
betweenvs and thea axis (T50).
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tallographic axisa and the direction of the superfluid veloc
ity vs . For that we must solve Eqs.~2! and~9! with g and f
given by Eqs.~3! and ~4!:

1

l
52T (

v.0
E

2p/2

p/2

du Re
D2~u!/D0

2

V
,

j

j 0
52

T

pTc
(
v.0

E
2p/2

p/2

du v̂F Im
ṽ

V
.

Here l5N0Vd , ṽ5vn1 ipF•vs , V5Aṽ21D2, D(u)
5D0(T,vs)cos 2(u2x).

For T50 ~replacing pT(v by the integral*dv) we
obtain the equations for the order parameterD0 and the cur-
rent densityj :

lnS D00

D0
D5

2

p E duS D~u!

D0
D 2

lnS Uvs•pF

D~u!
U

1AS vs•pF

D~u! D
2

21D , ~23!

whereD005D0(T50,vs50)5jvce
22/l, j54e21/2, and

j

j 0
52

1

4p

vspF

Tc

1
1

2p2 E duucosuuAS vs•pF

Tc
D 2

2S D~u!

Tc
D 2

. ~24!

In Eqs.~23! and~24! the integration is performed in th
region whereD(u)2,(vs•pF)2 for uP(2 p/2 , p/2).

In Figs. 5 we plot the order parameterD0(T,vs) and the
current density versus the superfluid velocityvs for different
anglesx at low temperature. For comparison we also plot
curves for thes-wave superconductor. A numerical analys
at low temperature shows that in spite of the strong ani
ropy of the pairing potential, the order parameterD0 , the
critical velocity vs

cr , and the critical currentj c depend
weakly on the anglex betweenvs and the crystallographica
axis ~see Figs. 5 and in Ref. 21!. Namely, the respective
difference is maximal forx50 and x5p/4 and does not
exceed 0.1. For small values of the superfluid velocity, i.e.
the approximation linear in the parametervspF /Tc , bothD0

and j are independent ofx.
For a temperature close toTc5bvce

22/l50.47D00,
whereb5(2/p)eC, (C is the Euler constant!, both the gap
function D0 and current densityj are independent of the
anglex:
e

t-

n

D0
25

32p3

21z~3!
Tc

2S 12
T

Tc
D2

4

3
~pFvs!

2, ~25!

j

j 0
52

7z~3!

32p3

D0
2

Tc
2

pFvs

Tc
. ~26!

The temperature dependence of the critical velocityvs
cr

follows from Eq.~25!: pFvs
cr/Tc 5A8p2/7z(3)A12 T/Tc.

*E-mail: omelyanchouk@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!There is also a term with the factor (pfvs /Tc)(D0

4/Tc
4), which is neglected

here. This term results in equal shifts ofj S for w56p/2.
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